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Core Intelligence is an Arti�cial Intelligence tool that allows users to have human-like
conversations with their business software to gain actionable insights about their
company and perform work-related tasks.
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like conversations with their business software to gain actionable insights about
their company and perform work-related tasks.
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BQE is the �rst company to release an AI for accounting and professional services
�rms that goes beyond being a voice input and functions as an intelligent business
analyst. Instead of just providing simple answers to a user’s questions, Core
Intelligence looks deeply into a company’s data to make contextual connections that
provide additional insights related to the question asked. For example, while asking
for your To-Dos for today, it will also remind you of the past-due To-Dos that need
your attention.

Core users can access Core Intelligence through any of their smart devices connected
to Google Assistant, such as the Google Home app on their phones, a Google Home
smart speaker, or even a vehicle with Google Assistant connectivity. This allows
them to use only their voices to get work done anywhere, instantly.

Core Intelligence is now available to all current Core customers at no additional cost.
To learn more, visit bqe.com/core-ai.
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